
Leaders Guide to Communication
Communication needs care and attention to get it right. Those skilled at 
communicating aren’t the most extrovert or expressive but folks who are 
motivated by creating clarity and purpose for others. Leaders skilled at 
communication state clearly what is wanted and expected from others and 
maintain a precise and steady flow of information.
Here are a few neat ideas organized into 6 themes that might help…
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Listening is a key aspect of communication; you’ll serve people better 
when you listen intentionally. Listening is more than ‘ hearing ‘ , it means 
understanding the emotions and words the speaker is using to express view 
or share information.
Tailoring your question style to the conversation (open for info, closed for 
clarification and summarize back what you hear) listen for info not to respond.
Don’t interrupt and don’t impose a solution too quickly, be a patient listener! 
Don’t finish others sentences for them. Interrupting can be interpreted 
as “ I’m more important than you ‘ or ‘ I’m impatient and cant manage my 
impulse to talk ‘ .
Watch out for unintended bias, a strong accent, pace, tone or nervous 
speakers should be judged on what they say not how they say it.
Finally summarizing what you heard i.e. ‘ so, what I think you have told me 
is/the most pressing point is / ok, so you need me to make a decision on XYZ, 
is that correct? ‘

2. Practice
Makes perfect and shows that you care enough about what you are saying, 

your audience and getting it right.

Rehearsing even the simplest message can help you test out your words, 

tone, and message and get early feedback. Essential for large-scale 

colleague sessions or presentations.

People process information in different ways, adjusting your 
communication style to that of your audience allows you to direct the 

conversation towards your desired outcomes. There are four preferred 

communication styles to consider:

Visual – use of pictures, videos, infographics and words that describe 

looking or seeing are powerful

Auditory – literal listeners so choose your words with care, these folk will 

be distracted by disorderly conference calls

Kinesthetic – interested in how a message feels, they will focus on how you 

message makes them feel and might like more creative/tangible methods of 

communication

Auditory Digital Visual – this is about sensing, possibly moving towards 

analytical

When communicating to large groups try and appeal to all – when it’s a 

121 conversation listen for clues in the language folks use to discover any 

obvious communication preferences.

It’s amazing once you start to practice talking through a presentation or 

paper out loud how much you find yourself editing content.
For written materials less is definitely more. Take the time to proof read 
and strip out every non-essential word.

Slow down & pause! We listen at rate of 125 – 250 words per minute, but 

think at 100 – 3000 words per minute

be distracted by disorderly conference calls

3. Make it Visual – draw
Science backs up that icons, illustrations and pictures help with recall and 
can make communication much more participatory. Expressing your idea or 
goal visually is easier than you might think.
Avoid dull and predictable imagery and large PowerPoint decks – instead 
try the lightning talk style (all image and no words). Mix up your approach, 
there are literally dozens of free online photo libraries and communication 
platforms (i.e. canva) to help.
Use collaboration tools like Ideazboard to get others to add in ideas, OneNote 
also allows sketching and sharing.
Simple techniques like silent mind mapping or dot voting makes 
communication collaborative and removes the emphasis from you needing all 
the answers

4. Be brief and specific
Keeping your message concise will ensure it’s more memorable
•  Prepare for key conversations in advance and try to distil your message down
•  Par down the jargon
•  When composing or delivering a message (written or spoken) use this 

simple KFD mnemonic:
•  KNOW – what do I need you to know, the key message
•  FEEL – how should you feel about what I’ve shared? How should I expect 

you to react (i.e. excited, reassured, impatient for progress, feel like you 
want to contribute) 

•  DO – the often overlooked call to action  - the ‘ so what  ‘ moment. What 
do you need the recipient of the message to do in response? This is often 
what people want to get to ‘ what is it you actually want from me?

•  Avoid Jargon – It’s not big and its not clever

Pick up the phone, nothing beats conversation over email
Slow down & Pause ! We listen at rate of 125 – 250 words per minute, but 
think at 100 – 3000 words per minute

5. Navigating barriers
Dispersed teams and new communication channels mean more effort needs 
to go into managing messages 
•  Address remote participants of conference calls/WebEx etc. by name 

involve everyone (and keep checking in using folks names) . do not multi 
task on calls, close email, turn off alerts and limit distractions

•  Use Stand Ups & Retros to draw in views from the less vocal and visible 
team members

•  Pass the chair to an unexpected person, maybe even a member of a co-
dependent team. Use drawings icons, online collaboration tools to break 
up the mundane

•  Use faces to break down the barrier of anonymity  - conference call, 
Skype or create a lo-fi, offline map or team structure with pictures, 
photos and location can help personalize interactions

Listening is a key aspect of communication; you’ll serve people better 

6. Make Meetings Matter
Meetings are often ineffective, stealing time, unnecessary and unproductive 
here are a few golden rules to make meetings matter:
•  Question whether you need a meeting  - can a decision be made in other ways?
•  Enjoy the silence – use the power of the pause 
•  Start with the end in mind – what’s the desired outcome 
•  Write, issue and stick to an agenda, preparation aides efficacy
•  Prepare and issue papers/reading in advance – not least as some folks 

like to reflect
•  Don’t wait for the late, start and end on time – tardiness shows a lack of 

discipline and respect
•  Refer to attendees joining remotely by name, ask for their view, opinion and 

invite them into the conversation. Don’t let those ‘ in the room ‘ dominate
•  Assign actions and ensure follow up – a meeting without action or 

progress is just chat
•  Devices on silent – minimize all interruptions
•  Capture and explore ideas visually – be conscious of those joining ‘ 

virtually ‘ when doing so

Meetings are often ineffective, stealing time, unnecessary and unproductive 
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